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Air District seeks exemption for ozone exceedances
Lion Fire emissions affected ozone levels in Sequoia National Park
Today, the Air District submitted a written petition to the federal Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) formally requesting that the agency not count ozone violations experienced last
summer at two high-elevation monitors located in Sequoia-Kings Canyon National Park. The
text of the District letter to EPA is attached. District officials contend that a significant wildfire in
Sequoia National Forest this past summer resulted in abnormally elevated 8-hour ozone
readings at the Ash Mountain and Lower Kaweah monitoring stations, which should not count
against the Valley in demonstrating compliance with federal standards.
The District petition is filed under the federal law that provides for exclusion of violations that
result from natural and exceptional events. The event in question is the Lion Fire in Sequoia
National Forest that scorched nearly 20,500 acres in close vicinity of the monitoring stations.
Under federal guidelines, natural events are occurrences outside the control of air quality
management agencies that result in exceedances above health-based standards. When this
situation occurs, the air management agency may petition EPA to have these exceedances
removed from consideration for attainment of the standard.
In 2011, there were 99 days during which the 8-hour ozone standard was exceeded somewhere
in the Valley. Of this total, there were 16 days when the Ash Mountain and Lower K aweah
stations were the only places in the Valley that violated the standard.
“The natural events exclusion in federal law exists exactly for incidents such as this,”
said Seyed Sadredin, the Air District’s executive director and air pollution control officer. “Valley
residents and businesses should not be penalized for violations over which we have no control.”
The number of days when the 8-hour or 1-hour ozone standard were exceeded in 2011 in each
of the 8 counties in San Joaquin Valley are as follows:
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San Joaquin County:
Stanislaus County:
Merced County:
Madera County:
Fresno County:
Kings County:
Tulare County:
Kern County:

8-hour
Standard
8
21
12
16
62
28
77 (93*)
61

1-hour
Standard
0
0
0
0
3
0
0
0

* If all exceedances in the national park are counted
District officials also note that the Ash Mountain and Lower Kaweah monitoring stations, located
at the elevations of 1,800 feet and 6,400 feet, respectively, are secondary stations and should
not be used for assessing air quality conditions on the Valley floor. Unlike other air monitoring
stations in the Valley that were sited in strict adherence to federal laws to ensure collection of
data that is representative of the quality of air breathed by Valley residents, these stations were
sited and installed by the national park for the primary purpose of measuring pollution levels at
the park, which are primarily impacted by wildfires.
“These monitoring stations were not designed to measure air quality in population centers in the
Valley and should not be used by the federal government to assess the Valley’s attainment of
the ambient air quality standards," Sadredin said.
District officials also announced that in order to prevent confusion and to provide more precise
information to the public, future air quality forecasts and reports will distinguish between air
quality data from the Sequoia National Park and those for the Valley. Under the new system, air
quality data for high elevations in the park will be based on readings from the Ash Mountain and
Lower Kaweah monitoring stations, and the Valley monitors will be used to report air quality for
population centers and rural areas on Valley floor.
The District will follow its petition to EPA with extensive documentation of air-quality data and
the circumstances that led to the exceedances. Federal law requires that the District
demonstrate through “reliable, accurate data that is promptly produced” that an exceptional
event has occurred. The law also requires that the District establish “a clear causal relationship”
between a measured exceedance and the exceptional event demonstrating “that the
exceptional event caused a specific air pollution concentration at a particular location.”
Preliminary data shows 16 days potentially affected by Lion Fire emissions. But despite the fire,
the air basin has seen a significant reduction in 8-hour and 1-hour ozone exceedances. In fact,
the last three years have had the lowest total number of exceedances for ozone. The past two
summers have been some of the cleanest on record for the eight-county air basin.
“Outside of this wildfire, the air basin had another exceptionally clean summer, for which the
Valley residents and businesses must be commended,” said Sadredin. “Of course, despite
significant progress, the Valley still has the second highest number of 8-hour ozone violations in
the nation behind Southern California.”
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